T7xe
Ultimate Deck System™
Our exclusive Ultimate Deck System™ absorbs impact
for the best possible feel, and offers 25,000 miles of
maintenance-free performance.
FitTouch™ Technology
Our 15-inch, integrated LCD screen features
FitTouch™, an intuitive touch screen interface that
inspires users of all levels.
Secondary Data Display LCD
Our secondary LCD data display keeps this product
running longer. In the event of a primary screen
malfunction, this display works in conjunction with the
crossbar quick keys for quick start mode until the main
LCD can be repaired.
Compatible with iPod®
Users have full video and audio support for iPod, as
well as playlist selection from the screen
and charging capability.

FEATURES

TECH SPECS

Deck type

Ultimate™ Hard-Wax reversible 1” deck

Overall dimensions

84”L X 33.25”W x 58”H

Belt type

Habisat, 2-ply commercial grade

Maximum user weight

400lbs

Running area

60” x 22”

Weight

375lbs

Deck step height

9.5”

Shipping weight

487lbs

Cushion system

Ultimate Deck System™

Electrical receptacle & plug

NEMA 5-20R 120v.

Incline range

0-15% (1,300 lb thrust incline motor)

Speed range

0.5 - 15* mph

Electrical requirements

20 amps, dedicated circuit required, non-looped
grounded

Contact HR sensors

Yes

Telemetric HR receiver

Yes

Transport wheels

Yes

DRIVE SYSTEM
Motor

Matrix 5.0 hp AC Dynamic Response Drive System™

Motor controller

DCI club treadmill AC drive

CONSOLE
Display type

15” touch screen LCD

Display feedback

Time, distance (kilometers or miles), calories, calories
per hour, speed, incline, pace, heart rate, METs, watts,
dynamic profile display, static profile display

User-defined multi-language display

English, German, French, Italian, Spanish, Dutch,
Portuguese, Chinese, Japanese

Workouts

Manual, rolling hills, fat burn, 5k, target HR, Gerkin
protocol, Army PFT, Navy PRT, Marine PFT, Air Force
PRT, physical efficiency battery (PEB)

One-button quick start

Yes

CSAFE, FitLinxx™ Professional Certified

Yes

Pause function

Yes

On-the-fly program change

Yes

FitTouch™ Technology

Yes

Integrated Vista Clear™ digital ready television

Yes - 15” screen size

Virtual Active compatible

Yes

Asset Management System wireless data transmitter

Yes

iPod® compatible

Yes

Compatible with Nike + iPod for the Gym

Yes

Personal fan

Yes

Crossbar controls

Quick start, stop, cool down, speed and incline control

Manager mode

Resettable defaults with accumulated time and distance

WARRANTY
Frame

7 years

Drive motor

Lifetime

Parts & labor

3 years CAP

* 15mph rating good up to 330lbs user
“Made for iPod” means that an electronic accessory has been designed to connect specifically to iPod and has
been certified by the developer to meet Apple performance standards.
Apple is not responsible for the operation of this device or its compliance with safety and regulatory standards.
iPod is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
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